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Abstract
The freshwater diatom Lindavia intermedia is believed to have been recently introduced
to New Zealand lakes. Mucilage (“lake snow”) produced by L. intermedia can block
water intakes and/or degrade recreational values. Because nuisance L. intermedia
proliferations and lake snow occur rarely in lakes overseas, the species was not initially
recognised as invasive and knowledge of its ecology and threat to New Zealand lakes
remains sparse. We combined distribution data from several sources with an existing
dataset of environmental variables linked to ~ 3800 New Zealand lakes (area > 1 ha) and
used a boosted regression trees modelling approach to: (a) describe the environmental
niche occupied by L. intermedia; and (b) predict its potential distribution. The effect
of human-mediated spread was incorporated using a binary predictor (road200)
indicating the presence or absence of vehicle access. “Niche” models were developed
using absences (non-detections based on a sensitive molecular method) only in lakes
with road access, and “spread” models using all absences and including road200 as
a predictor. Lindavia intermedia was observed in 38 lakes, from central North Island
to southern South Island, in oligotrophic conditions (total phosphorus < 0.011 mg L-1,
total nitrogen < 0.3 mg L-1) with cool temperatures (mean annual temperature < 11 °C).
All 38 lakes had road access. Likelihood of presence predicted from the combined
niche models was lower in North Island lakes (< 1% assessed as vulnerable) than in
the South Island (~ 12.5% vulnerable), highlighting that many additional South
Island lakes may be environmentally suitable for L. intermedia. However, using the
spread models, only 46 lakes were assessed as vulnerable nationwide reflecting a
lack of road access to most lakes. Lindavia intermedia was already present in 22
(48%) of the most environmentally suitable lakes with road access. The dataset and
models thus implicated humans as important (but not the only) vectors of this
diatom within New Zealand, emphasising the critical role of current New Zealand
biosecurity policy for reducing the spread of freshwater pests.
Key words: lake snow, nuisance mucilage, oligotrophic lakes, phosphorus, boosted
regression tree models, human vectors, “check, clean, dry”

Introduction
Species introductions into freshwaters are typically mediated by human
usage of lakes and rivers for recreation, food production and clean water
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supplies (Gallardo et al. 2015). A proportion of such introductions may
subsequently be classed as invasive because of negative impacts on both
amenity values and ecosystem health (Darwall et al. 2018; Panlasigui et al.
2018). Minimising the spread of invasive freshwater species to new regions
generally involves legislated vigilance at borders with respect to both
deliberate (e.g., the aquarium plant trade, Champion et al. 2010) and
accidental imports, including implementation of decision support systems
that alert authorities to the risks posed by species from other regions (e.g.,
Copp et al. 2016; Champion 2018). Prior recognition of potential problem
species is not always possible (Hulme 2020), and prevention of incursions
and subsequent spread is particularly challenging for aquatic species with
microscopic propagules. Regardless of size, once an invader is identified in
a new area, a key requirement for guiding management responses is
information on the distribution and environmental tolerances of the species
(e.g., Collier et al. 2017).
Introduced species known from New Zealand’s freshwaters are dominated
by macroscopic organisms. For example, at least 50 exotic aquatic plant
species are established in New Zealand of which about 50% are considered
to be “pest plants” (Champion and Clayton 2000). In contrast, only two
microalgae have been acknowledged as invasive (Champion et al. 2020):
Didymosphenia geminata (Lyngbye) M. Schmidt 1899 and Lindavia
intermedia (Manguin ex Kociolek & Reviers) Nakov, Guillory, Julius,
Theriot & Alverson ex W.C. Daniels, Novis & Edlund 2016. These two
diatoms have had contrasting histories in terms of their public profile and
development of understanding of the risk they pose and their
environmental tolerances.
The stalked lotic diatom D. geminata was first detected in a New
Zealand river in 2004 and caused benthic algal proliferations with
unprecedented biomass in many rivers, with both ecosystem and amenity
consequences (Kilroy et al. 2009; Beville et al. 2012). Didymosphenia
geminata is considered an accidental introduction and its spread to rivers
throughout New Zealand’s South Island was likely mediated by humans
(Kilroy and Unwin 2011; Kilroy and Novis 2018). Unlike typical algal
blooms, which are driven by cell proliferation in response to nutrient
enrichment, the biomass in D. geminata proliferations comprises mainly
mucilaginous stalk material produced in response to low nutrient
concentrations (Bothwell et al. 2014). The potential for D. geminata to
degrade the aesthetic and recreational values of rivers was already known
in 2004 (e.g., Bothwell et al. 2014) and led to its designation in 2004 as an
“unwanted organism” in New Zealand, prompting a central governmentled biosecurity response. The response included delimiting surveys to
document its spread (Kilroy and Unwin 2011), development of methods to
minimise spread, and modelling to assess risk (Kilroy et al. 2008).
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At around the time that D. geminata was first observed in New Zealand,
a different type of mucilage production was attracting publicity in Lake
Wānaka, Otago, South Island. Unprecedented blockages of both municipal
and domestic drinking water intakes began to occur from 2004 (Novis et
al. 2017b). The problem failed to capture the early attention of national
policy makers (as D. geminata had) for at least two reasons. First, increases
in abundance of L. intermedia (originally identified as Cyclotella bodanica
Eulenstein ex Grunow 1878) in Lake Wānaka, were initially linked to
environmental changes, including climate change, based on similar shifts
in phytoplankton assemblages in lakes elsewhere (Saros and Anderson
2015; Bayer et al. 2016). In addition, the area around Lake Wānaka had
undergone extensive urban expansion since the early 2000s, with unknown
consequences for lake water quality. Second, the mucilage—termed “lake
snow”—appeared to be a local phenomenon in that it was not recognised
overseas as a nuisance, occurring in one lake (Lake Youngs, USA, Novis et
al. 2020); therefore there was no indication of a potentially wider problem.
However, by 2015, mucilage episodes affecting angling had been reported
in other large South Island lakes, including lakes Coleridge (Canterbury)
and Wakatipu (Otago). All the episodes were associated with L. intermedia,
which was shown to be the species responsible for mucilage production
(Novis et al. 2017a, b).
There is now little doubt that L. intermedia is a recent introduction to
New Zealand (Novis et al. 2017a). Based on the timing of its appearance in
Lake Wānaka and reports of C. bodanica in nearby lakes (Reid 2005),
L. intermedia is thought to have been present in that region since at least
2002 (Novis et al. 2017b). However, in the absence of targeted delimiting
surveys such as those carried out for D. geminata, its current distribution
in New Zealand and potential for further spread remain poorly defined.
Furthermore, there is little existing information on the ecological
requirements of this diatom.
This study sought to extend knowledge of the potential for L. intermedia
to occur in New Zealand lakes by first using data from a range of sources to
define its current distribution. Observations of L. intermedia presence,
estimates of abundance (including observations of lake snow, where available),
and non-detections (assumed to be absences) were then combined with an
existing set of environmental data linked to all lakes in New Zealand with
an area > 1 ha. This combined dataset was used to develop boosted regression
tree models for predicting the likelihood of L. intermedia occupancy in all
New Zealand lakes. In common with other species distribution analyses
(Compton et al. 2012; Gallardo et al. 2015) we also accounted for the
potential human-mediated spread of L. intermedia. Our specific aims were to:
(a) describe the environmental niche occupied by L. intermedia in New
Zealand lakes;
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Figure 1. Locations of Lindavia intermedia observations in New Zealand, partitioned into
presences and non-detects (interpreted as absences) and without or with vehicle access within
200 m (road200 = 0 or 1, respectively). Locations of New Zealand regions are shown in italics.

(b) define the likely eventual distribution of L. intermedia in New
Zealand’s lakes based on its niche assuming alternatively: i) no barriers
to spread, and ii) an effect of spread by human vectors;
(c) identify lakes currently thought to be unaffected by L. intermedia that
may be particularly vulnerable to invasion.

Materials and methods
Study region
New Zealand’s two main islands (North and South Islands) and one major
offshore island (Stewart Island/Rakiura) span latitudes 34.5–47.5 °S (Figure 1).
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The climate over the whole region is strongly influenced by proximity to the sea,
predominant westerly winds, and mountain ranges running approximately
northeast to southwest. These combined features lead to highest annual
rainfall in the west and lowest in eastern regions. Areas of both islands are
subject to landslides caused by tectonic activity or weather-related slips in
steep terrain. Temperature variation is linked primarily to elevation but
also to latitude and distance from the coast (Leathwick et al. 2003). The
variable climatic, topographical, and geological settings of different parts of
New Zealand result in a wide range of lake types (Abell et al. 2019).
Superimposed on this natural variability is a pattern of anthropogenic
land-use change over multiple decades that has been linked to nutrient
enrichment of many lakes (Abell et al. 2019).

Biological data: current distribution of L. intermedia
We used a combination of archived material and opportunistic samples to
determine the current distribution of L. intermedia presence in lakes, and,
where possible, to infer absence. We examined three types of material.
1.

Permanently archived material. We re-examined wet samples and slide
mounts of diatoms held in formal (Allen Herbarium (CHR), Lincoln,
Christchurch) and informal diatom collections (e.g., a collection held
by NIWA, Christchurch), collected from the 1970s onwards (see
Supplementary material Table S1 for details). The material included
algal samples collected from lake-fed rivers during delimiting surveys for
D. geminata in 2005 (Kilroy and Unwin 2011). If detected, L. intermedia
was assumed to have been present in the lake upstream. Wet samples
were scanned using light microscopy at 400 x magnification (complete
scans of three 1 ml subsamples). Identifications of L. intermedia were
confirmed at 1000 x magnification after samples were cleaned and
mounted on slides following methods in Biggs and Kilroy (2000). Premounted slides were examined in their entirety. No objective assessment
of abundance was possible from the archived material.

2.

Regional collections since 2017. Several Regional Councils collected
samples during routine or targeted surveys (see Table S1 for details).
Samples were typically collected from tows of a 30–40 µm plankton net
below the surface for 10 mins. Wet samples were examined using light
microscopy and L. intermedia presence was confirmed using permanent
mounts of cleaned material, as above. The abundance of L. intermedia
cells in each sample was categorised as high (dominant in sample,
numerically abundant), medium (common) or low (numerically rare).

3.

Lake surface sediment samples collected as part of the Our lakes’
health; past, present and future research project (www.lakes380.com)
(see Table S1 for details). Ponar grab samples were taken in triplicate
from approximately the deepest part in each lake. Using sterile spatulas,
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ca. 1 g of the undisturbed surface sediment layer (ca. top 5 mm) was
placed in LifeGuard™ Soil Preservation Solution (Qiagen, USA) and
stored at −80 °C for later DNA extraction. DNA was extracted from c.
0.25 g of sediment using the DNeasy PowerSoil Kit (Qiagen, Germany)
following the manufacturer’s instructions. Negative extraction controls
were included every 24th sample. A sensitive molecular (quantitative
PCR, qPCR) method (Novis et al. 2020) was used to identify L.
intermedia from these samples. Although the qPCR method is fully
quantitative (see Novis et al. 2020 for a calibration with cell
concentrations), the nature of sampling (surface sediment) introduces
significant uncertainty compared to water samples of known volume.
We therefore opted to place the results in to the three categories
above: high (> 1000 copies per reaction), medium (100–1000 copies
per reaction) and low (6–100 copies per reaction). These levels were
selected by comparing lakes for which both qPCR and cell
concentration data were available to calibrate the categories with those
in (2) above. The original estimate of the limit of detection (LOD) of
the qPCR method was 230 copies per reaction; however, more
stringent conditions in the currently described experiments, with a
repeat of the same method of LOD estimation (Forootan et al. 2017),
estimated the LOD as five copies per reaction. Owing to the different
nature of the samples (sediment as opposed to water) we also assessed
possible inhibition using dilution series. No inhibitory effects were
observed, so DNA was used undiluted to maximise sensitivity of the
assay. Methods were otherwise as described in Novis et al. (2020).
Because of the high sensitivity of this technique, failure to detect
L. intermedia represented a high likelihood of absence in the collected
sample. Non-detects in these samples were therefore interpreted as
absences for modelling purposes.
Presences in the above samples defined the current known distribution
of L. intermedia across New Zealand. The three categories of abundance in
type 2 and 3 samples above were assigned numerical values of 3 (high),
2 (medium) and 1 (low) and combined with absences (0) for development
of a model to predict abundance. The assigned values were treated as a
continuous variable, with 3 representing both high relative and absolute
abundance and 1 representing rare occurrences in samples.

Environmental data
We used environmental data applied to 3802 mapped lakes in New
Zealand with a surface area > 1 ha (Table 1). The main data source was the
Freshwater Ecosystems of New Zealand (FENZ) database (http://tools.
envirolink.govt.nz/dsss/freshwater-ecosystems-of-new-zealand/). The FENZ
database includes variables representing the location, size, bathymetry and
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Table 1. Summary of environmental predictors used in the analysis, categorised into resource, direct and indirect variables
following Austin and Van Niel (2011). Resource and direct variables were combined as “proximal” variables.
Group
Abbreviation
Resource TN
TP
TNTP
NH4-N
Chla
Secchi
Dec_solar
June _solar
Direct
Lk_ann_temp
Temp_range
Mean_wind
Cat _Phos
Cat_Ca
Indirect
Lk_area
Lk_depth
Lk_elev
Cat_area
Cat_slope
Dist_coast
Cat_hard
pcBare
pcTussock
pcIndig_forest
pcInland_water
pcWetland
pcPastoral

Explanation and units
Total nitrogen, median , mg L-1
Total phosphorus, median, mg L-1
Mean ratio of TN to TP
Median ammonium nitrogen, mg L-1
Median chlorophyll a, mg L-1
Median Secchi depth, m
Mean solar radiation, December,
Mean solar radiation, June
Mean annual air temperature at lake, °C
Difference between December and June temperatures, °C
Mean annual wind speed, km h-1
Mean P in underlying rocks, 1 (low) to 5 (v. high)
Mean calcium in underlying rocks, 1 (low) to 4 (v. high)
Lake area, m2
Mean lake depth, m
Lake elevation, m above sea level
Total area of lake catchment, km2
Mean slope of catchment, %
Distance to the coast, km
Mean hardness of underlying rocks, 1 (low) to 5 (v. high)
Proportion of catchment covered by bare ground, %
Proportion of catchment covered by tussock grassland, %
Proportion of catchment covered by indigenous forest, %
Proportion of catchment covered by other water bodies, %
Proportion of catchment covered by wetland, %
Proportion of catchment covered by developed pasture, %

Source
Fraser and Snelder (2019)
Fraser and Snelder (2019)
Calculated from TN and TP
Fraser and Snelder (2019)
Fraser and Snelder (2019)
Fraser and Snelder (2019)
FENZ database
FENZ database
FENZ database
Calculated from FENZ variables
FENZ database
FENZ database
FENZ database
FENZ database
FENZ database
FENZ database
FENZ database
FENZ database
FENZ database
FENZ database
Land cover data extracted from New
Zealand Land Cover Database v 3
(LCDB3) (see Fraser and Snelder 2019)

physical characteristics of lakes, and the climate, geology, topography, land
cover and hydrological conditions in their catchments (Leathwick et al.
2010), derived from a 30 m Digital Elevation Model (DEM) used to define
the catchment (polygon) and area of each lake (Snelder et al. 2006).
Climate variables (solar radiation and air temperature) were extracted for
each lake polygon from the Land Environments of New Zealand (LENZ)
database (Leathwick et al. 2003). Median total nitrogen and phosphorus
(TN, TP), ammonium-N (NH4-N), chlorophyll a (Chla) and Secchi depth
(Secchi) were estimated by fitting random forest models to observed data,
using the FENZ data as predictors (Fraser and Snelder 2019). The dataset
of > 70 variables was reduced to a core of 26 predictors based on likely
ecological relevance to L. intermedia distribution, and following removal of
one of each pair of highly correlated variables (Spearman R > 0.8, Table
S2). All water quality variables were retained because they were of
particular interest. The final selection of variables was categorised into
resource, direct and indirect variables (Austin and Van Niel 2011) (Table 1).

Modelling approach and model evaluation
Boosted regression trees (BRT) were used to model the probability of
presence, and abundance, of L. intermedia. Advantages of BRT are its
flexibility and ability to handle complex data (Elith et al. 2008). BRTs are
Kilroy et al. (2021), Aquatic Invasions 16(3): 415–442, https://doi.org/10.3391/ai.2021.16.3.03
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insensitive to non-normal data distributions, can incorporate categorical
variables, and models are reasonably tolerant of inclusion of correlated
predictors (Dormann et al. 2012). BRTs have been shown to produce generally
accurate predictions of species distributions (based on environmental data),
compared to other modelling approaches (e.g., Hao et al. 2020; Brodie et al.
2020).
Data analysis was carried out using the gbm package in R (Ridgeway
2020) extended by functions in the dismo package, following the procedure
of Elith and Leathwick (2017) and aiming for models with ~ 1000 trees. A set
of trials was initially run to determine appropriate model settings for
optimising performance. Tree complexity was set low (3) for the final models
because of the small dataset, with a learning rate of 0.0025. Bag fraction
was set at 75% (default value). All initial models were simplified by excluding
variables to obtain optimal performance (i.e., minimising overfitting with
redundant variables) (Elith et al. 2008). Model output was either probability
of presence (model input: Bernoulli-distributed presence and absence
data), or abundance (model input: abundance on a scale of 0 to 3, and a
Gaussian distribution).
Models were evaluated following 10-fold cross validation, in which sets
of 10% of the data were withheld in turn while the model was fitted to the
remaining 90%, and predicted values compared with observed values
(presence or absence). Performance was assessed on the cross-validated
models as percentage of deviance explained (a measure of model fit), crossvalidated correlation (measure of predictive ability), and area under the
curve (AUC, a measure of how well the fitted values discriminate presences
and absences). The effects of predictors on probability of presence, and
abundance, were assessed from partial plots (i.e., plots of responses against
values of individual predictors, with all other predictors held at mean
values). Because partial plots can be unreliable for more strongly correlated
variables (Apley and Zhu 2020), we also assessed differences in the raw
predictor values between lakes with L. intermedia presence and absence
using Mann-Whitney U-tests.

Spatial autocorrelation
Spatial autocorrelation (SAC) occurs frequently in ecological spatial
patterns and describes the tendency for biological and environmental data
to be more similar when closer together in space, thereby violating the
assumption of independence of datapoints (Dormann et al. 2007). Failure
to account for SAC can lead to inappropriate variable selection and
suboptimal models, with autocorrelation in the model residuals (RAC) of
most concern (Gaspard et al. 2019). We evaluated RAC in the residuals of
each BRT model (see below) by generating correlograms of spatial correlation
vs. distance using functions in the ncf package in R (https://www.rdocu
mentation.org/packages/ncf). Significant strong spatial correlation would
Kilroy et al. (2021), Aquatic Invasions 16(3): 415–442, https://doi.org/10.3391/ai.2021.16.3.03
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Table 2. Summary of the three types of model. Each model type was run using absence data covering three geographical ranges,
and with both a restricted and a complete set of environmental variables as potential predictors, making six models for each type
(see text for details).
Model type
Niche
(presence / absence data)

Spread
(presence / absence data)

Abundance
(abundance data)

Absence data

Assumptions
Easily accessible lakes with no
Only lakes with road access
observed L. intermedia have likely
within 200 m of the shore
been exposed to L. intermedia, but
(e.g., walking distance with
the environment was not
recreational equipment)
favourable for establishment.
Lakes with no observed L.
All lakes with no observed intermedia may or may not have
L. intermedia, whether or
been exposed: non-detects could be
not close to road access
caused by unsuitable environment
or failure to spread to lake.
Easily accessible lakes with no
Only lakes with road access
observed L. intermedia have likely
within 200 m of the shore
been exposed to L. intermedia, but
(e.g., walking distance with
the environment was not
recreational equipment)
favourable for establishment.

Expected outcome (predictions)
Probability of presence in lakes
with environmental characteristics
associated with L. intermedia
presence or absence.
Probability of presence in lakes
with environmental characteristics
associated with L. intermedia
presence or absence, including
accessibility by road.
L. intermedia abundance (on a
scale of 0 – absent to 3 – dominant)
in lakes with environmental
characteristics associated with high
(or low) abundance (i.e., as in
niche models).

indicate that a term covering RAC should be incorporated into the model
(Crase et al. 2012).

Model suite
We generated three types of model (Table 2). We assumed that L. intermedia
is still spreading in New Zealand and that spread is likely being mediated
by humans. “Niche” models predicted probability of presence of L. intermedia
and were derived using absence data (i.e., non-detections) only from lakes
easily accessible by road (i.e., contact by humans) (Table 2). Road access
was represented by a binary variable (road200, extracted from the FENZ
database for all 3802 lakes > 1 ha) indicating whether there was a road
within 200 m of each lake. The distance of 200 m was selected based on a
feasible distance from a vehicle to the lake shore for transport of
recreational equipment. Absences of L. intermedia from lakes with road
access (road200 = 1) were assumed more likely to be environmentally driven
than absences from lakes remote from roads (road200 = 0). The niche models
were expected to provide descriptions of the environmental niche for
L. intermedia in New Zealand, within the constraints of the available data.
“Spread” models included all absence records in the dataset. In this case,
non-detections could result from lakes being either environmentally
unsuitable or outside the current range of spread. Road200 was included as
a predictor and the models were expected to provide probabilities of
L. intermedia establishing in a lake, including the risk of introduction via
humans (Table 2). “Abundance” models were the same as the niche models
except that the input data were abundance rather than presence vs. absence
(Table 2).
We varied the spatial range of absences in each model type because small
datasets can lead to over-inflated model performance and poor predictive
ability at new sites especially when the geographical range of absences
Kilroy et al. (2021), Aquatic Invasions 16(3): 415–442, https://doi.org/10.3391/ai.2021.16.3.03
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includes sites far outside the environmental range of the organism
(Jimenez-Valverde et al. 2008; Hallman and Robinson 2020). Models were
generated using absence data from throughout New Zealand (NZ), within
the latitudinal range of the presence dataset (range) and using South Island
data only (both presences and absences, SI).
Finally, the models were developed using two sets of predictors: all
available variables, and resource and direct (hereafter proximal) variables
only. Proximal variables are most likely to describe a realistic ecological
niche for a species (Austin and Van Niel 2011). Inclusion of indirect
variables can improve predictive performance when indirect predictors are
correlated with proximal variables for which no data are available.
However, including indirect variables such as land cover risks producing
misleading models when the correlation with the species varies across the
species’ range (Dormann et al. 2012).
Hereafter, the presence-probability models are referred to as niche_NZ,
niche_range and niche_SI, and spread_NZ, spread_range, spread_SI. The
three additional niche models predicting abundance are referred to as
abundance_NZ, abundance_range, and abundance_SI.

Predictions and independent testing
We used the optimised models to predict the probability of L. intermedia
presence, and abundance, in all New Zealand lakes with area > 1 ha,
following the procedure in Elith et al. (2008). Predictions from the 12
presence models (Table 2) were compared and used to identify the lakes
with highest likelihood of L. intermedia establishing, assuming unrestricted
spread (niche models) and human-mediated spread only (spread models).
The South Island models allowed an independent qualitative test of the
accuracy of predictions in the North Island against observed data. The
small North Island dataset precluded development of a model from North
Island data to predict to the South Island. Data from a further 21 lakes
withheld from the model dataset were used to qualitatively test the models.
All 21 lakes were accessible by road (18 in the North Island, three in the
South Island).
We identified vulnerable lakes after reviewing model performances and
variability of predictions (as coefficients of variation) in the niche, spread
and abundance models to guide decisions on whether to combine the
predictions for evaluations or to select individual models.

Results
Current distribution of Lindavia intermedia in New Zealand lakes
No L. intermedia was detected in any of the archived samples collected
prior to 2002 (data not shown). Lindavia intermedia was detected in samples
from 38 lakes (including three sites withheld for independent tests) all of
Kilroy et al. (2021), Aquatic Invasions 16(3): 415–442, https://doi.org/10.3391/ai.2021.16.3.03
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Table 3. Summary of performance of models for predicting either the probability of presence or the abundance of L. intermedia in
New Zealand lakes. N = Numbers of lakes used to build the model, presences (p), absences (a). Niche and abundance models used
absence data only from lakes accessible by road. Spread models used all absence data and included a binary predictor (road200)
indicating the existence or not of road access with 200 m. NZ, range and SI (South Island) refer to the absence data used. Refer to
Table 1 for details of the predictor variables used to develop each model. AUC = area under the curve; NA = AUC not applicable
to data with Gaussian distribution. SE = standard error.
Model name Predictors
Niche_NZ

Proximal
All
Niche_range Proximal
All
Niche_SI
Proximal
All
Spread_NZ
Proximal
All
Spread_range Proximal
All
Spread_SI
Proximal
All
Abund_NZ
Proximal
All
Abund_range Proximal
All
Abund_SI
Proximal
All

N
(p, a)

No. Total (Null) Cross-validated
trees
deviance
deviance (SE)

35, 51

1650
1250
1400
1150
1650
1200
2100
1550
1450
1450
1600
1300
1950
1050
1300
900
950
900

35, 32
29, 18
35, 118
35, 80
29, 71
32, 118
32, 32
26, 18

1.351
1.351
1.384
1.384
1.331
1.331
1.076
1.076
1.229
1.229
1.204
1.204
1.140
1.140
1.277
1.277
1.421
1.421

0.666 (0.108)
0.620 (0.111)
0.733 (0.103)
0.793 (0.166)
0.614 (0.171)
0.607 (0.181)
0.382 (0.094)
0.412 (0.098)
0.500 (0.630)
0.552 (0.110)
0.297 (0.077)
0.325 (0.080)
0.473 (0.060)
0.528 (0.099)
0.555 (0.107)
0.681 (0.104)
0.656 (0.102)
0.698 (0.062)

Cross-validated
% deviance
explained
51
54
47
43
54
54
64
62
59
55
75
73
59
54
57
47
54
51

Cross-validated
correlation (SE)

Cross-validated
AUC (SE)

0.773 (0.047)
0.785 (0.047)
0.798 (0.048)
0.709 (0.090)
0.776 (0.085)
0.812 (0.095)
0.824 (0.055)
0.839 (0.040)
0.799 (0.038)
0.796 (0.059)
0.908 (0.033)
0.886 (0.036)
0.829 (0.032)
0.775 (0.055)
0.821 (0.027)
0.765 (0.055)
0.779 (0.060)
0.868 (0.032)

0.942 (0.019)
0.939 (0.021)
0.979 (0.014)
0.868 (0.055)
0.900 (0.057)
0.950 (0.05)
0.960 (0.019)
0.971 (0.012)
0.951 (0.02)
0.959 (0.022)
0.990 (0.006)
0.991 (0.006)
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

which were within 200 m of vehicle access (Figure 1, Table S1). It was not
possible to quantify lake snow (i.e., mucilage production) at the time of
sampling, but mucilage was present on at least one sampling occasion in
six lakes. Microscope or qPCR analyses confirmed high cell concentrations
in these six lakes and five additional lakes. A further seven lakes were
assigned moderate abundance based on a combination of qPCR results and
microscope observations. All other presences (19 lakes) were low
abundance (Table S1).

Model performance
All six niche models for L. intermedia probability of presence had AUC > 0.9
indicating high ability to discriminate between presences and absences,
and correlation > 0.70 indicating good predictive ability within the dataset
(Table 3). The models explained 43 to 54% of the deviance (cross-validated)
with no patterns across the two sets of predictors (Table 3). AUC was > 0.95
in all spread models, with correlation > 0.79, and 55% to 75% of the deviance
explained. The spread models using proximal variables explained a slightly
higher proportion (2–3%) of the deviance than those developed with all
variables, as did the spread_NZ models compared to spread_range (Table 3).
Correlations in the models for L. intermedia abundance were > 0.76, and
the percentage of the deviance explained ranged from 47% to 59% with the
models derived from proximal variables performing best (3–10% more
deviance explained than with all variables, Table 3).
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Figure 2. Partial plots of the four most important predictors against the modelled function in selected models. (a) Niche_NZ,
proximal predictors; (b) Niche_range, all predictors; (c) Abundance_range, all predictors; (d) Abundance_SI, all predictors. Nine of 17
predictors selected across all models (see Table S3) are shown. Refer to Table S4 for raw data values in the NZ and range datasets
(niche models).

Significant spatial autocorrelation of residuals was not detected in any
model (Figure S1). Therefore, inclusion of RAC terms in the models was
not necessary.

Predictors of Lindavia intermedia presence probability and abundance
All niche models included total phosphorus (TP), the difference between
December and June temperature (Temp_range) and either total nitrogen
(TN) or the ratio TN:TP (TNTP) or both as predictors (Table S3).
Probability of L. intermedia presence declined when TP > 0.011 mg L-1,
TN > 0.3 mg L-1, TN:TP > 22, mean annual temperature (Lk_ann_temp)
> 11 °C, Temp_range < 16 °C and median Secchi depth < 9 m (Figure 2a, b,
Table S4). TP, Lk_ann_temp and TNTP accounted for > 70% of the deviance
explained in the niche_NZ and niche_range models with only proximal
variables available, but the proportion of the catchment covered by tussock
Kilroy et al. (2021), Aquatic Invasions 16(3): 415–442, https://doi.org/10.3391/ai.2021.16.3.03
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grassland (pcTussock) was the most important predictor when all variables
were available (Table S3). Probability of presence increased sharply when > 5%
of the catchment comprised tussock (Figure 2b). TN was the most influential
predictor in both niche_SI models, explaining 53–54% of the deviance
(Table S3).
All six spread models included TN, road200, Temp_range and TP as the
most important predictors. Road200 accounted for 14–32% of the deviance
explained (Table S3). The contributions of both TN and TP declined in
optimal models when indirect variables were available, with pcTussock,
lake area (Lk_area), area of lake catchment (Cat_area) or distance to the
coast (Dist_coast) substituting. Road200 explained more of the deviance in
the two models derived from South Island data only compared with the
broader models (Table S3).
TN and TP were important predictors in the six abundance models
(Table S3). Their contributions were higher in the abundance_NZ and
abundance_range models derived from proximal predictors only than in
models with all predictors available, in which proportion of the catchment
covered by bare ground (pcBare), pcTussock and mean slope of the
catchment (Cat_slope) together accounted for at least 49% of the explained
deviance (Table S3, Figure 2c). TN was the dominant predictor in both
models derived from South Island data only, accounting for > 60% of the
explained deviance (Table S3, Figure 2d).
Interactions between predictors drove the response in most models. In
particular, TN or TP interacted with Temp_range in the same way in eight
models (Table S3). Highest probabilities occurred at lowest TN or TP and
highest Temp_range, but probabilities were high (> 0.9) across all Temp_range
values when TN < ~ 0.3 or TP < ~ 0.09, and to a lesser extent across all TN
or TP values when Temp_range > 16 °C (Figure 3).

Predicting Lindavia intermedia across all New Zealand lakes
The probability of presence predicted from niche models was lower in
North Island lakes than in the South Island (Figure 4). Lakes with the
highest probabilities occurred along the whole length of the South Island,
and towards the east coast in Otago (Figure 5). Probability of presence
declined in many lakes in Fiordland (see Figure 1) as the range of absence
data became narrower (Figure 5). Probabilities tended to be lower, on
average, in the models including all predictors (Figure 4). In the North Island,
the niche_SI models predicted higher probabilities of presence in the high
range (> 0.4) than the niche_NZ and niche_range models (Figure 4).
The spread models indicated low probabilities of presence of L. intermedia
throughout New Zealand (Figures 4, 6), with generally lower probabilities
from models including all predictors than those using only proximal
predictors (Figure 4).
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Figure 3. Form of the interaction between total phosphorus (TP) and Temp_range seen in the
Niche_NZ and Niche_range models with proximal variables. An interaction between TN and
Temp_range in Niche_SI and Spread models (see Table S3) had a similar form.

Figure 4. Box plots showing distributions of all predictions, partitioned into model type (niche,
spread and abundance, top to bottom), North and South Islands (left hand and right hand pairs of
columns) and predictors used (All and Proximal, left and right panels under each island). Three
models shown in each of the 12 panels used a different range of absence data (NZ, all absences;
Range, absences within range of presences; SI, South Island data only for presences and absences.
The predictions shown are probabilities of presence (niche and spread models) and abundance
on a range of 0 to 3 (abundance models). Note that some abundance predictions were negative.
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Figure 5. Probability of presence of Lindavia intermedia in New Zealand lakes predicted from six variants of a model of the
species’ presumed ecological niche. All absences used in the models were in lakes with road access. Top row, all variables were
available as predictors, both proximal and indirect. Bottom row, only proximal predictors (i.e., nutrients, light and factors that
directly influence algal growth such as temperature) were included in models. The range of absence data decreased from left to
right, from all absences across New Zealand (NZ), absences within the range of the presence data (Range), and South Island data
only (SI).

Patterns of predicted abundance (niche models only) were more variable
across the six models than those for predicted probability of presence
(Figures 4, 7). Highest abundances were predicted in the South Island
using the NZ and range models with all predictors. The highest number of
North Island lakes with high abundance (> 2) was predicted from the
South Island models (Figures 4, 7).
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Figure 6. Probability of presence of L. intermedia in New Zealand lakes predicted from six variants of a model of the species’
presumed ecological niche combined with a binary variable indicating likelihood of human-mediated spread (road200,
presence/absence of a road within 200 m of the lake shore). Refer to caption to Figure 5 for explanation of maps.

Independent tests
The SI models predicted, respectively, low (0.04–0.1) and high (0.88–0.94)
median probabilities of presence across the North Island lake groups with
observed absences and presences (Figure 8). Median predicted abundance
showed a similar pattern (absent group, ~ 0.2; present group, ~ 1.2) (Figure 8).
However, 10 individual lakes in the absent group had an average probability
of presence > 0.75, and predicted abundance up to 2.0 (Figure 8; details in
Table S5a).
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Figure 7. Abundance of L. intermedia in New Zealand lakes on a scale of 0 (not detectable) to 3 (abundant cells and likely lake
snow events) predicted from six variants of a model based on ecological niche. All absences used in the models were in lakes with
road access. Refer to caption to Figure 5 for explanation of maps.

No L. intermedia was detected in the 18 North Island lakes withheld
from the analysis. Mean predicted probability of abundance (across all 12
models) in 16 of these lakes was < 0.05, with minor variability across
models (mean range = 0.06). Two lakes had more variable predictions,
ranging from 0.03 to 0.29, and 0.03 to 0.45, with highest predictions from
the niche_range models, with proximal predictors. L. intermedia was present
in the three withheld lakes from the South Island and this was predicted in
all three cases with mean probabilities of presence (from all 12 models) of
0.97 (Lake Rotoroa), 0.78 (Lake Selfe) and 0.36 (Lake Henrietta) (Table S5b).
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Figure 8. Summary boxplots of predictions to North Island lakes using models developed in
the South Island (SI). Predicted probability of presence (top two plots) and abundance (lower
plot) in 33 lakes in which Lindavia intermedia was not detected and six lakes with observed
L. intermedia. Predictions shown from models derived from all variables (left), and proximal
variables (right).

Vulnerable lakes
Variability in predictions from different models to the same lake was low
to moderate for the niche and spread models (e.g., CV > 50% in,
respectively, 17% and 24% of lakes), but higher in the abundance models
(CV > 50% in 44% of lakes). The performances of the six abundance
models were similar (Table 3) but inconsistency in the patterns of predictions
across sites meant there was no basis for selecting one model over another.
We therefore used mean values of predictions from all three model types to
make evaluations at a national scale but acknowledged higher uncertainty
around abundance predictions. A criterion of P > 0.85 for high risk of
presence was based on the mean value of P in the lakes with observed
presence, and abundance > 2 (medium cell density or more) for high risk of
high abundance and lake snow. A total of 301 lakes (8% of all New Zealand
lakes) were assessed as vulnerable based on environmental conditions only
(niche models), of which 293 were in the South Island (12.6% of South
Island lakes, but < 1% of North Island lakes) including 130 in Southland
(Table 4, Table S6). Forty-six lakes with road access were assessed as at high
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Table 4. Percentages of lakes in 15 New Zealand regions assessed as vulnerable to Lindavia intermedia establishment based on
mean predictions from niche, spread and abundance models. Mean P > 0.85 and mean abundance > 2 were used as criteria for high
risk of presence. A second “worst-case” assessment (abundance > 2 in at least one model) was made for the abundance models
because predictions were variable. The total number of lakes does not add up to 3802 because 98 lakes in the database were not
assigned to a region. Regions listed in order from North to South. Refer to Table S6 for details of all vulnerable lakes.
Region

Total no. of lakes

Northland
257
Auckland
53
Waikato
243
Bay of Plenty
97
Gisborne
29
Manawatu Wanganui
224
Hawkes Bay
282
Taranaki
89
Wellington
100
Subtotal, North Island
1374
Marlborough
48
Tasman
55
West Coast
435
Canterbury
449
Otago
371
Southland
972
Subtotal, South Island
2330
Total %, all regions (no. of lakes)

Percentage of lakes assessed as vulnerable using P or abundance criteria
Niche models
Spread models
Abundance models
Mean abundance
Abundance > 2 in
Mean P > 0.85
Mean P > 0.85
>2
≥1 model
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
2.5
1.6
0.0
2.5
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.4
0.4
0.0
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.0
0.7
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.6
0.4
0.0
0.7
14.6
0.0
0.0
2.1
10.4
1.8
1.8
7.3
12.6
0.5
0.5
5.3
12.7
4.7
4.5
8.5
10.5
3.0
1.3
4.6
13.4
0.7
0.4
5.8
12.6
1.7
1.3
6.0
8.0 (301 lakes)
1.3 (46 lakes)
0.8 (30 lakes)
3.9 (148 lakes)

risk based on the spread models (including 22 from the training dataset,
Table S6), and from 30 to 148 lakes based on the abundance models (Table 4).

Discussion
In this study a dataset of L. intermedia observations was used to derive
models to help define the characteristics of lakes occupied by this species,
estimate its potential spread throughout New Zealand, and identify lakes
where is it likely to establish. The motivations for the study were (a) the
observed nuisance caused by “lake snow” in some lakes, particularly Lake
Wānaka (Novis et al. 2017b) and (b) that many other New Zealand lakes
are sources of town water supplies, provide recreational amenities, and
have significant ecological and cultural values (Schallenberg et al. 2013), all
of which could be impacted by “lake snow” events.

Lake conditions associated with Lindavia intermedia presence and
abundance
Consistent with previous observations (Novis et al. 2020) the models
indicated that L. intermedia was most likely to be present, at any
abundance, in lakes classified as oligotrophic, microtrophic or ultramicrotrophic (as defined by TN, TP, chlorophyll a and Secchi depth, Burns
et al. 1999) with relatively cool mean annual temperature (typically below
the national median). The indirect predictors most strongly associated with
L. intermedia presence (e.g., pcTussock, pcBare, Cat_slope, Dist_coast)
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reflected lake locations in upland, undeveloped catchments, and were
moderately correlated with the resource predictors in some cases (range of
Spearman r, −0.74 to 0.69).
Alternative models based on different sets of predictors and different
ranges of assumed absences were developed to explore variability of results
arising from data selection (Jimenez-Valverde et al. 2008; Hallman and
Robinson 2020). Because the alternative models had similar performance
in terms of data fit and predictive ability, it was not possible to select a
“best” model. However, variation in the most important predictors may
provide insight into the true drivers of L. intermedia presence. For
example, TN was the dominant predictor of presence in niche models
developed using South Island data only, but this switched to TP when
North Island data were included. The switch was caused by a stronger
difference in TP between presences and absences in the North Island than
in the South and may suggest that low TP is more critical to L. intermedia
presence than low TN. Loads of available (i.e., soluble) P are naturally
higher in the North Island than in the South Island (Snelder et al. 2018)
because of the contribution of volcanic geology to P concentrations in the
North (Timperley 1983). In the same way that higher dissolved reactive P
has been linked to failure to detect D. geminata in North Island rivers
(Kilroy and Novis 2018), high TP may be associated with exclusion of
L. intermedia from many lakes in the North Island, with the species
occurring typically in lakes where TP is low (≤ ~ 0.011 mg L-1). The
dominance of TN as a predictor in the South Island models likely indicates
correspondence of presence with oligotrophic conditions in general and
the fact that TN and TP were strongly correlated (e.g., r > 0.85), so that TN
was selected as a predictor over TP based on marginally stronger
correlations with the L. intermedia response.
Links of L. intermedia presence to relatively cool mean annual
temperatures and high seasonal temperature ranges may simply be a result
of the location of oligotrophic lakes, as is the case for the catchment predictors.
A physiological explanation appears feasible because diatoms are typically
thought of as cool-water algae compared to chlorophytes and cyanobacteria
(e.g., Lomas and Glibert 1999), but water temperature can affect diatom
community composition in complex ways (Rühland et al. 2015). Thus, without
further information, a direct link between temperature and L. intermedia
presence cannot be inferred. Furthermore, the temperature variable used
in the present analysis is approximate only, being calculated from local air
temperature at each lake’s location without accounting for within-lake
processes such as the occurrence of stratification (Snelder et al. 2006).
The models for L. intermedia abundance and probability of presence
performed similarly and shared similar predictors but differed in that TP
was never a dominant predictor of high abundance. Predictors of abundance
would have been strongly driven by the small number of lakes in which
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lake snow and/or high abundance of live cells was reported (i.e., an
abundance score of 3). However, at least three factors introduced uncertainty
to the dataset. First, although it has been shown that lake snow episodes are
always associated with high cell abundance (Novis et al. 2020), it is not
clear that high cell abundances are always associated with lake snow
episodes. The ideal would be to predict which lakes are susceptible to lake
snow. However, it was not possible with the data available to distinguish
cell proliferations (which may be responding to elevated nutrient supply,
and can be readily estimated from archived DNA) from lake snow episodes
(which may be a sign of nutrient stress, as observed for D. geminata in
rivers, Kilroy and Bothwell 2011, and which require real time measurement
with different sampling methods). Thus, while high cell densities were
observed in samples from 11 lakes, a definitive lake snow event was confirmed
(by observations of nuisance lake snow) in only six of these lakes. Methods
for quantifying lake snow are still under development (Novis et al. 2020).
The second factor leading to uncertainty is that lake snow mucilage
production can be episodic (e.g. Lake Waikaremoana, Novis et al. 2017b)
and it is possible that other lakes with L. intermedia present have
experienced lake snow episodes that were not recorded. The third source of
uncertainty is that we believe L. intermedia is still spreading in New
Zealand, as discussed below.

Potential distribution and the role of humans
Our models indicated that 12.6% of all lakes in the South Island may share
key characteristics of lakes with L. intermedia present. This is a concern
given that many South Island lakes are in pristine areas with high
conservation values and have distinctive algal biota (e.g., Vanhoutte et al.
2006). While the ecological effects of L. intermedia remain to be
investigated in detail, it has already been noted that the current dominance
of L. intermedia in Lake Wānaka represents a change from a previously
more diverse phytoplankton community dominated by picocyanobacteria
(Bayer et al. 2016).
The spread models highlighted that far fewer lakes are at risk of
L. intermedia incursion if the presence of road access within 200 m (i.e.,
accessibility by humans) is taken into account. Lower overall risk reflects
that approximately 58% of North Island lakes and 80% of South Island
lakes lack road access (calculated from the road200 variable). Furthermore,
L. intermedia was already present in 22 (48%) of the accessible lakes with
predicted probability of presence > 0.85. The spread models thus suggested
that humans have likely played an important role in driving the current
distribution of L. intermedia across New Zealand lakes. Such a conclusion
ideally demands randomly sampled presences and absences (Araujo and
Guisan 2006). While our dataset was partly opportunistic, the samples
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from 85 lakes analysed by qPCR provided a random sample in at least parts
of New Zealand. Of these samples, all ten in which L. intermedia was
detected were within 200 m of road access, as were all 28 of the positive
samples from other sources.
Although the existence of nearby road access to all lakes with L. intermedia
present strongly implicates human vectors, we assume that there has been
at least some dispersal by natural means, such as hydrological transfer or
transfer via animals or birds. For example, in the North Island, a
hydrological connection (piped water in a hydro-electric power scheme)
with Lake Moawhango probably introduced L. intermedia to Lake Taupō
and thence to impoundments downstream on the Waikato River (the
outlet of Lake Taupō). In the South Island, five lakes assessed as vulnerable
were downstream of lakes where L. intermedia is present (e.g., Lake
Pūkaki, downstream of Lake Tekapō via a canal in a hydroelectric scheme)
(see Table S6). In addition, both terrestrial animals and waterbirds have
been shown to be vectors of aquatic organisms (Green et al. 2008;
Compton et al. 2012; Leone et al. 2014), and both were considered to at
least partly explain the spread of D. geminata in New Zealand especially
across relatively short distances within catchments or upstream in rivers
(Kilroy and Unwin 2011). Similar natural transfer of L. intermedia between
lakes located close together within the same wider river catchment is
possible.
In contrast to the relatively localised spread facilitated by natural vectors,
human-mediated dispersal is characterised by simultaneous or rapid
dispersal to new sites that are too far distant from the source to be
explainable by natural means (i.e., “mass dispersal” as defined by Wilson et
al. 2009). Such a pattern was verified from the archived samples collected
in lake-fed rivers during the nationwide delimiting survey for D. geminata
in 2005 (Kilroy and Unwin 2011). By 2005, L. intermedia was already
present in the North Island (Lake Moawhango) and was widely dispersed
in the South Island (Kilroy and Lambert 2018). In light of molecular
analysis indicating that L. intermedia is a recent introduction to New
Zealand (Novis et al. 2017a), a feasible explanation for the pattern in 2005
is long-distance spread by humans across New Zealand on recreational
equipment.
The threat to biodiversity from humans moving species across natural
barriers to dispersal occurs across all scales from local neighbourhoods
(e.g., Bergey 2019), to islands (e.g., Compton et al. 2012), to continents
(e.g., Rothlisberger and Lodge 2013). New Zealand was relatively sheltered
from the impacts of species introductions prior to European colonisation
in the mid-1850s, due to its isolated location (Goldson et al. 2015). Since
then and up until the 1970s many known introductions of species into
freshwaters were deliberate (Champion 2018). Currently, policies and
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procedures are designed to limit introductions at the border and to
minimise the spread of aquatic organisms that establish. Procedures at the
border include requirements to declare risk goods, including “equipment
used with … fishing, water sport or diving activities…” and “items used for
outdoor activities”, and to submit those goods for inspection and/or
decontamination (https://www.customs.govt.nz/globalassets/documents/
forms/covid-19-customs_card.pdf). A key policy to prevent or slow the
spread of aquatic pests within New Zealand is the “Check, Clean, Dry”
programme (Champion 2018), which was developed as a result of the
D. geminata incursion (Kilroy and Unwin 2011). Check, Clean, Dry
encourages cleaning of any items (from boats to personal items) transferred
between waterways to minimise transfer of organisms, and provides
information on tested methods to do so (https://www.mpi.govt.nz/traveland-recreation/outdoor-activities/check-clean-dry/). The present modelling
of L. intermedia emphasises the importance of both policies. In particular,
there may be need for extra vigilance at the border because contaminated
outdoor equipment is not always obvious, and cleaning of items should
ideally be mandatory. Within New Zealand, lack of road access is only
likely to delay (rather than prevent) the spread of L. intermedia and other
organisms to remote lakes that are visited occasionally by people, unless
procedures such as those outlined in the Check, Clean, Dry protocols are
taken to prevent transfer of cells.

Effect of absence data range on predictions
Inclusion of appropriate absence data is an important consideration for
achieving realistic species distribution models (Lobo et al. 2010). Inclusion
of absences distant from the environmental space defining presence,
combined with a small dataset, can result in overly optimistic models and
misleading predictions (Hallman and Robinson 2020). In the present study,
omission of 38 lakes (19 with vehicle access, 19 without) with L. intermedia
assumed absent and outside the latitudinal range of the presence data
consistently reduced the performance of the both niche_range and
spread_range models compared to niche_NZ and spread_NZ, though only
by small amounts (< 5% reduction in deviance explained). Nevertheless,
general congruence across predictions of probabilities of presence from
different models provided assurance that the predictions were realistic.
The largest discrepancies in predictions among models occurred
between the NZ or range models and the South Island models when
predicting to the North Island. As an example, the South Island models
successfully predicted higher probability of presence, and abundance, in six
North Island lakes in which L. intermedia had been observed than in 33
lakes where absence was assumed. However high probabilities of presence
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(mean > 0.85) were predicted in 11 of the “absence” lakes by the South
Island models, largely because the predictions were strongly driven by low
TN and all these lakes had TN < 0.240 mg L-1 (compared to median TN of
0.590 mg L-1 across all North Island lakes). Eight of the 11 lakes are in the
Taupō Volcanic Zone, which has distinctive water chemistry driven by
inputs from a range of volcanic sources (Timperley and Vigor-Brown
1986). Therefore, while the predictions could be interpreted as indicating
vulnerable lakes to which L. intermedia has not yet spread, an alternative
interpretation is that the models do not include important predictors
representing water chemistry that might exclude L. intermedia.

Conclusions and implications
Despite the likely presence of L. intermedia in New Zealand since at least
2002, understanding of its effect on ecosystems and the environmental and
biological factors that influence nuisance mucilage production remains
sparse. In contrast to D. geminata, the nuisance effects of L. intermedia are
still rarely observed elsewhere globally (Novis et al. 2020), limiting
international contributions to the knowledge base. The current modelling
exercise strongly suggests that many more lakes in New Zealand than the
38 known observations may be environmentally suitable for L. intermedia.
The proportion of lakes susceptible to lake snow episodes is less clear. Lake
snow was reported from only six lakes. Other lakes had high densities of
L. intermedia but lake snow could not be confirmed using the available
sampling techniques. Lakes predicted to have high probability of presence
of L. intermedia were oligotrophic systems with cool temperatures, with
TP < ~ 0.011 mg L-1 strongly associated with presence. The dataset and
modelling also implicated humans as important vectors of this diatom
within New Zealand although other vectors including hydrological
transport are likely in some lakes. Many lakes identified as susceptible were
remote from roads, which may continue to protect them from invasion, or
at least slow the rate of invasion. The modelling results emphasise the
importance of the Check, Clean, Dry biosecurity campaign (Champion
2018) which aims to reduce the spread of non-native aquatic species within
New Zealand, including L. intermedia.
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